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ABSTRACT
This article presents a new Jacobi-like eigenvalue algorithm for nonhermi-
tian almost diagonal n x n matrices. In each step n~2 submatrices of order
2 are diagonalized. The precautions for the multiple eigenvalues are based
on theorems of Fan and Hoffman (1954) and Wilkinson (1961). The proof of
the quadratic convergence generalizes our previous result for distinct
eigenvalues. The convergence theorem is pessimistic concerning the region
of attraction to a diagonal as is shown in examples. The local information
structure makes the process ready to parallelization on a hypercube or a
systolic array.
Keywords: multiple eigenvalues, diagonal dominancy, nonhermitean matrices,
quadratic convergence, Jacobi method, parallel algorithm.1
1. INTRODUCTION
In the welknown Jacobi algorithm [~] for the diagonalization of a
real symmetric matrix each of the successive orthogonal similarity trans-
formations is designed to annihilate a symmetric pair of off-diagonal
elements. The ultimately quadratic convergence of this algorithm has been
investigated by several authors [8,9,15,16].
This report deals with a similar parallel computational method for eigen-
X
values of a diagonalizable nonhermitean matrix A E Cn n. Our Jacobi-like
method is asymptotically quadratic convergent. It is assumed that A is
almost diagonal. In [12] a parallel algorithm was developed for solving
eigenvalues of almost diagonal matrices with distinct eigenvalues. The
extension of that method in this article does not exclude multiple eigen-
values. We assume n) 4, and in order to avoid inessential difficulties in
the description of the algorithm n to be even. Matrix A is the first ele-
ment A(0) of a recursively constructed sequence {A(k)}:
A(ktl) - S-lA(k)S , k ) 0 .
k k -
Each Sk is a direct sum of 2 X 2 unimodular matrices
pi,k qi,k ~ ~(i,k)
Ti,k - , i - 1....,n~2 . (1.2)
ri,k si,k ~ m(i,k)
~ ~
~(i,k) m(i,k)
Every shear Ti~k annihilates the symmetrically placed pair
(a,~(i,k),m(i,k)'gm(i,k),,L(i,k))
or, with Ti,k -(0 O,, let them un-
changed. If a~(i,k),.~(i,k) ~d am(i,k),m(i,k)
are affiliated to the same
eigenvalue then the annihiliation is skipped. In (1.12) is the condition
for the choice between the annihilator and the identity. Generally the
tranformation matrix Sk is not unitary. Consequently monotonic decrease of
the Frobenius norms of the non-diagonal parts of A(k) can not be guaran-z
teed despite the annihilation of elements. In [13] the same lack of mono-
tonicity caused genuine difficulties in the proof of the quadratic conver-
gence of the Eberlein algorithm [4,10] for the algebraic eigenproblem.
In each step (1.1) of the algorithm the n~2 ordered pivot pairs (.~(i,k),
m(i,k), i- 1,...,n~2) are such that 1 C~(i,k) C m(i,k) ~ n and
{(.~(i,k),m(i,k)))~i - 1,...,n~2, k - 0,...,n-2} -
- {(i,j)~1 C i ~ j ( n} . (1.3)
Hence in any s~eep of n-1 steps each index pair (i,j) occurs once and only
once as a pivot pair.
For the definition of an adequate concept of almost diagonality and also
for the detailed description of process (1.1) we introduce some notation.






R- min{~ai - AjI I~i ~ aj~} , (1.5)
where ai, i- 1,...,n are the eigenvalues of A. Further
2k - ek~~, . (1.6)
DEFINITION 1.1. Matrix A E Cnxn is díagonal dominant with respect to sepa-
ration n of its spectrum if E- EO ~ c~ for some c E[0,}) . o
We assume A(0) to be diagonal dominant relatively n, namely
E - Eo ~ n~lo (1.~)
For the formulation of the algorithm we make use of a theorem of Fan and
Hoffman.3
THEOREM 1.2. [6] If ~ is s t-fold eigenvalue of A then the inequality
~ai i - ~~ ~ ï
~ai.Jl - j~i
holds for at least t indices i.
(1.8)
a
As a consequence of assumption (1.~) we get that for a t-fold eigenvalue ~
inequality (1.8) holds for exactly t indices~i. Hence if a~~~ and am~m are
affiliated with the same eigenvalue A then ~s~~~ - am~m~ ~ 2e0 otherwise
~ a,~ ,~
- am , m ~ ) n- 2E0. -
DEFINITION 1.3. The set of index pairs
Jk :- {(~(i.k).m(i.k))Ii - 1,...,n~2,
is called the k-th set of forbtdden pivot pairs.
I8~(i.k),~(i,k) - am(i.k),míi.k)I
C 2ek} , k ~ 0 . (1-9)
By means of Jk we define É(k) as follows:
e~k~ -
1.J
aik~ .(i.j) E Jk or (j.i) E Jk
0 , otherwise .
For the elements éik~ of É(k) holds
e(k) , la(k) - a(k)I ( 2e e(k) - i,j i,i j,j k
1.J
0 , otherwise .
k ) 0 (1.10)
In our convergence analysis we use Wilkinson's estimate for ~E(0)~ m~
namely4
THEOREM 1.4 [1~]. Let be É- É(0) and É- É(0) as defined in (1.10) and
(1.11) resp. Then
~É~m ~ ~É~m ~ (1-2e~T!)-1 E2~r~ .
In order to control and bound the growth of ek, k- 1,...,n-1, it is advi-
sable to avoid the annihilation of the nondiagonal elements corresponding
with the forbidden pivot pairs. So we arrive at a treshold strategy for
the 3acobi process A(kil) - Sk1A(k)S(k), k~ 0. The shears Ti~k, i-
1,...,n~2 in the transformation matrix Sk are defined in the following way
Ti,k - (0 ~, ~ (~(i,k) ,m(i,k) ) E Jk
(1.12)
Ti k annihiliates
a~(i,k),m(i,k) ~d am(i,k),.L(i,k)'(~(i,k),m(i,k) ~ Jk .
As in [12] an annihilating shear Ti~k - T- Ir gJ, with ps - qr - 1 and
such that
lll





is chosen to be









v- a- g, F :- (144a~w-2)~ with Re(F) ) 0. (1.14)
Without loss of generality we assume the pivots to be generated by
the caterpillar permutation P[3], defined by5
it2 , i t n-2 and even,
P(i) - i-2 , 5 C i and odd
i-1 , i - 3,n
i , i - 1
(1.15)
The pivot strategy is given by
{(~(i,k),m(i,k))~i - 1,...,n~2} -
{(Pk(2i-1),Pk(2i))~i - 1,...,n~2}, k ) 0 . (1.16)
Remark that Pn-1 - id and that (1.3) has been satisfied. In each step n~2
shears are active in a parallel way. Other parallel orderings effectuate
the same convergence results as those given below.
The main result of this article is the quadratic convergence property
if EO ( ~~(lOn) then en-1 ~ 14n t SJ
EO~n .
The proof of (1.1~) requires s precise analysis of the annihilation. In
section 2 we investigate the first step: A(1) - SOlA(0)S0. Section 3 ana-
lyses the first sweep of n-1 steps that terminates with A(n-1) -
Sn12A(n-2)Sn-Z. There we prove (1.1~). Numerical results and their discus-
sion are presented in section 4. In section 5 are concluding remarks.6
2. THE FIRST STEP
In this section we investigate the first step A(1) - S~lA(0)S0. Basic
estimates will be derived for the analysis of the first sweep. The affili-
ation of the eigenvalues and diagonal elements remains unchanged in the
first step, and also as a consequence of (1.~) we prove that el ( (1}16 TO)s0 -
For shortness of notation we write
pi qi
Ti - Ti,O - r s ~ i-1,...,n~2 (2.1)
i i
THEOREM 2.1. If EO ~ n~10 then
(i) ~Pi~ ~ 1 t ~ T~ .
(ii) Iqil.~ril ~ s Ta .




PROOF. The nontrivial case concerns the submatrix with
~vil - Ig2i-1,2i-1-
a2i,2i1 ~ n-2 E0, for otherwise ~vi~ C 2 e0 and pi - si - 1, qi - ri - 0.
For reasons of simplicity we omit the index i. We use the formulae (1.13)
and (1.14).
1 1 2 -2 -} } 1 1 2 2-} }
(1) ~P~ ~ (2 t 2(1-4E ~L~ ) ) ~ (2 t 2(1-4T ~(1-2Y) ) ) ~
1 t ic2, for T- E~n C 1~10.
(ii) 191 5 lu
L-1 (F}F,2)-~I
f C T( 1-zt)-1 IF~F,2I-~
f.
Since ~F~2 ~ 1-4 t2 ( 1-2t)-2 we find
~q~.~r~ ~ 2-(1-2i)-1(1-4T2(1-2T)-2 ~ (1-4T2(1-2T)-2)~)-~ ~.
With simple but tedious calculations we derive from T( 1~10:1q~ (
~. The some estimate holds for r- o v-1 (FtE'-)-~ f.- -
(iii) ~T~m - max {IpI`~4~,~r~t~s~} 5 1 f~~i2 f S~C ( 1} i9 T as fol-
lows from (2.2) and (2.3). oWith ( 2.4) we find
THEOREM 2.2. Zf EO ~~,~10 then
E1 ~ (1}i6 ~[0) EO . (2.5)












max{~a2i-1,2i1'~a2i,2i-1~} C-~ - (1-2To)-1TOEo,
l~i~n~2
we have with (2.4) and TO C 1~10
E1 ~ ~SO1 ÁSO~m t P~(1t190)2 EO t(1-2t0)-1 TOEO ~(1~16 TO)E0.
Finally we show that in the first step no diagonal element changes its
affiliated eigenvalue.
THEOREM 2.3. If EO ~~,~10 then the application of the diagonal elements to
the eigenvalues remaíns unchanged in the first step.
PROOF. It is easy to verify that
a(1) -a 2 0 -1 )-ll
I 2i-1,2i-1 2i-1,2i-lI-I H v (1tF
~ 2,r2(1-2T)-2(1.(1-4T2(1-2T)2)~)-llv~~~v~162, (2.7)8
since ~r C 1~10. Now assume
a2i-1,21-1 ~d a2i,2i are affiliated with
distinct eigenvalues ~ and ~ resp., ~~ -~ ) 2i-1 2i 2i 2i-1~ - n ~d that
a2i,1,2i ~d a2i)2i
are affilated to ~2i and
~2i-1 resp. Then
~a -a ~ C e and ~a(1) -~ ~~~ e as follows from 2i-1,2i-1 2i-1 - 0 2i-1,2i-1 2i - 110 0
(2.5). By (2.7)
la2i)1,2i-1-a2i-1,2i-1~ ~ ~v~~62 ~ (~~2i-1-~2i~ ` 2E0)~62 . (2.8)
The change of affiliation implies
(1) - ~
la2i-1,2i-1-a2i-1,2i-ll ~ I~2i-1-~2i-ll 110 EO-s0 (2'9)
By (2.8) and (2.9) ~~2i-1-~2i~ ~ 2 Ep - This contradicts (1.~). a9
3. THE EFFECT OF A COMPLETE SWEEP
For the estimation of Ek - ~E(k)~m, k-0,1,..., n-1, we make use of theorem
2.2: if ek ( n~10 then
46
Ektl ~ ( 1}11 2k) Ek ' (3.1)
Firstly we prove that a sufficient small EO quarantees such a slow growth
of ek that Ek (~~10 for k-0,..., n-1.
THEOREM 3.1. If EO C(lOn)-1 n then holds for k-0,..., n-1
ek ( (n-k)-1 n~10
PROOF. ( 3.2) can be proved by induction with (3.1).
(3.2)
As in [12] the transform A(k}1) will be considered to be obtained from







G(k) - B(k)H(k)tC(k) .
With ( 1.2) the elements of B(k) and C(k) can be written als follows
(3.5)
Ib(k) --q a(k) b(k) --r. a(k) i-1,...,n~2. (3~6) 1(i,k),j i ,k m(i,k),j' m(i,k),j - i,k ~(i,k),j'
c. - r 8(k4~) c(k) - 9 a(k}~) j- 1....,n. (3.7) ~,1(i,k) i ,k j,m(i,k)' j,m(i,k) i ,k j,,~(i,k)'
A tardy growth of H(k)A(k)H(k) is guaranteerd by10
THEOREM 3.2. If EO ~( lOn)-1 ~ then
n-2
(k) 2 n IH I2 ~ 16~15
k-2
(3.8)
PROOF. By ( 2.2) and ( 3.2) IH(k)I2 C(lt~k)2 ( 1 t 3 tk ~ lt(n-k)-2~60.
n-2 m m -
So R IH(k)IZ C R(1} 6~
k-2) ~~ for E k-2 - n2~6-1 and
k-2 k-2 k-z
exp((R2~6-1)~60) C 93~92.
Now we consider the genealogy of
ainJl),
i~j especially its history after
the occurence of (i,j) as a pivot pair, say its happen in steps N(i,j)-1 -
N-1.
t
If (i,j) ~ JN-1
then siNj - 0, siNjl) - giN~ and
a(k}1) - h~k) a(k) h(k) t g(k), k- Nt1.....n-2 . i,j ~,i i,j j,j i,j
As a consequence of (3.8) we find
(3.9)
ainjl) ~~ nE2 Igik~I ~~ nF2 Igik~I. (i.j) ~ JN-i (3.10)
k-N k-0
k~N-1
To the contrary, if (i,j) E JN-1 then
giN~l) - 0. With recursion (3.9),
now from k-0 until k-n-2 we get
n-2 n-2 n-2
Iainjl)I -` Iaiojl ~ IH(m)I2 ' E Igikjl R IH(m)I2
m-0 k-0 m-kt1
n-2
~ ~ IaiO~I ' ~ kF0 Igik~I. (i.j) E JN-1 ' (3.11)
k~N-1
For the investi ation of e
(n-1)
g n-1 - IE Im we introduce, compare (2.6)
DEFINITION 3.3. G(k) -(gik~) E Cnx2, k-0,...,n-2, is generated from the
matrix G(k) in (3.5) by11
G~k~ -
i,J
0 , i-j or {i,j}E{{1(i,k),m(i,k)}~i-1,...,n~2}
Igik~ , otherwise. a
With definition (3.3) and the notation described in (1.11) the
inequalities (3.10) and (3.11) can be written in matricial form
IE(n-1)I ~~ IE(0)I t~ nF2 IG(k)~ .
- 92 92 k-o
Hence by theorem 1.4
n-2
sn-1 ~~ E0~(n-2E0) t 92 kF0 ~G(k)~m .
THEOREM 3.4. If e0 ~(lOn)-ln then
~G(k)~m ~ 17 (lt3(n-k)-1~40) Ek~n .
(3.12)
(3.13)
PROOF. We write I6 ~I for the 2x2 block Aik~ of A(k) corresponding with
the pivot pairs (lll(i,JJk),m(i,k)) and (1(j,k),m(j,k)) with i~j. Then
A(k}1) - Z,-1 A(k)T - ( si -qil (a xl (pj qj (k) ~(k)
l,j i.k i.j j.k




pirjK-qipjó-qirjp piqjoc-qipj~-qiqjo F 1(i~k)
pirj~-ripja-rirjK Piqi~-ripjK-riqja F m(i~k)
T T
1(j,k) m(j,k)12
By (2.2) and (2.3) we get
~ 18 ~k (1}4 ~k) ~Aikj~m
~ 18 T (lf3(n-k)-1I40) ~A(k)~ . - ~ k i,j m
for Tk ~ (n-k)I10.
Hence ~G(k)~m ( 18 (lt3(n-k)-1I40) Ekln. This proves (3.13).
THEOREM 3.5. If e0 ~(lOn)-1~ then
k-0
PROOF. BY (3.1) and (3.2) Ek}1 ~(lfi6 (n-k)-1I10) sk. Hence
k-1
ek ~ R ( 1t55(n-j)-1)EO .
j-0
Together with theorem 3.4 we get
~G~k)~ ~ 4 T (2(1~~. T2 t 4 T (k)
l,j m- 7 k 11 k) ~ k)IAi~j~m
n-2
E~G(k)~m C i8 (2~t16) , n~ 4.
n~2 IG(k)~ ~ 17 n~2 (1`4o(n-k)-1) kRl (1}55(n-j)-1)2 e~ln
k-0 m - k-0 j-0
18 2




It is easy to see that tn satisfies the reccurence relation
t - lt3(ntl)-1I40 t(1t23(ntl)-1I55)2 tn. It is simple to verify that
tn}C 13 n t 16. Hence
n-2
IG(k)I ~ 18 (20n~2~ 2
~ 7 13 16) Eoln -
k-0 0 -
tn - nï2(lt4o(n-k)-1)kRl(1t55(n-j)-1)2.t3
By (3.12) we obtain the final estimate of en-1 in
THEOREM 3.6. If e0 ((lOn)-1~ then
En-1 ~ (4nt~) E~~n ~ EO .
PROOF. Direct consequence of (3.12) and (3.14).
(3.15)14
4. A NCIMERICAL EXANlPLE
As an illustration of the procedure experiments were carried out with a
6 x 6 complex test matrix [4,13] given in table 1.
9ot 96i 3t 4i 21t22i 23t24i 41f42i -89- 94i
182f188i 13t14i 15t16i 33t34i 35t36i -139-144i
114.120i 7t 8i 25t26i 27t28i 45t46i -109-114i
2o6t212i 17.18i 19.2oi 37t38i 39t4oi -159-164i
138t144i llti2i 29~30i 31f32i 49t50i -129-134i
9ot 96i 3i 4i 21t22i 23~24i 41t42i -89- 90i
Table 1. Matrix A
Matrix A is diagonalizable and has a threefold eigenvalue zero. A's depar-
ture of normality (~A~F-ï~~~~2)~ equsls 669.89. The initial matrix AO - A
doesn't satisfy the convergence conditions since e0 ~ 632.23 and
~~ 11.937. The computations were performed on a VAX 8700 computer which
has an arithmetic precision of approximately 16 decimals. Contrary to rule
(1.12) in our implementation the annihilation of the elements aik~ and
a~ki is skipped when
Iaik~l }
la~kil C Ek~(lOn2) . (4.1)
After k steps the computed approximation Á(k) of the exact iterate A(k)
equals
Á(k) - A(k) . F(k) - D(k) f E(k) t FDk) . FÉk) - D(k) . É(k). k~0.
(4.2)
Due to the finite precision Á(k) has been afflicted with error F(k) -
)Im g FDk) t FÉk) where Fpk) is the diagonalpart of F(k). 618 - ( É(18 bein
0.1871 is the first Ék that satisfies Ék C~,~(lOn). In table 2 we give the
results. Ék denotes ~É(k)~m, bk the m-norm of the nondiagonal part of the
3 X 3 matrix É(k) associated with the threefold eigenvalue zero, and 6k -
ek~~,, k ~ 12.15
Ek ~k Pk k Ek ~k Pk
0 6.32210t2 20 3.64110-2 1.22110-11 i.liiio -4
5 ~'9741ot2 21 9.59510-4 3.98110-13 7.71110 -8
10 1.49110t2 22 1.45310-5
1.02910-~3 1.768610-1i
11 3.95410fi 23 1.83710-6 1.92210-14 2.82610 -13
12 3.77310f1 4.61610-1 1.19210t2 24 1.03110-9 1.92210-14 8.90510 -20
13 3.74910ti 2.24210-1 1.17810f2 25 6.80710-10 1.92210-14 3.82110 -20
14 2.0131o}i 1.12210-2 3.39610}1 26 1.92210-14 1.92210-14 3.09610 -29
15 1.89810ti 7.26410-3 3.01910}1 30 1.21910-14 1.72210-14 1.24510 -~9
16 1.253 3.30810-3 1'31510-1 35 4.48510-16 8.04110-15 1.68510 -3~
17 1.177 1.12310-3 1'15910-1 40 4.09310-21 1.82610-21 1.40410 -42
18 1.87110-1 7'7~710-7 ~'93~10-3 45 1.45310-25 6.20310-26 1.76910 -51
19 4.02110-2 4.22610-8 1.35410-4 50 1.33210-33 0 1.48710 -67
53 0 0 0
Table 2. ék, ~k snd pk derived from Á~k~
127.386 670 773 067 7 a
7.073 313 248 823 7 -
-9.459 984 021 891 4 t
0.000 000 000 000 0 -
0.000 000 000 000 7 -
0.000 000 000 000 8 t
i 132.278 203 200 121 7
i 9.558 389 037 045 5
i 7.280 185 836 923 8
i 0.000 000 000 000 2
i 0.000 000 000 000 8
1 0.000 000 000 000 5
Table 3. The computed eigenvalues of A16
By. roundoff generally Á~k~, k~ 0 has three pathologically close eigen-
values instead of the threefold zero of A~k~. When the nondiagonal
elements of A~k~ start to be small, the nondiagonal elements of A~k~
associated with the threefold eigenvalue are overruled by the
corresponding elements of F~k~. The results for k- 24 elucidate this
phenomenon. The bulk of é24 - 1.03110-9 is built up by the nondiagonal
elements of A~24~ associated with the reall dí y fferent eigenvalues. So we
can conclude that the nondiagonal elements of F~24~ associated with
the equal eigenvalues cause ~24 to be 1.92210-14; the contribution
p24 -
8.90510-20
of E~24~ of A~24~ to that quantity is neglectable.
1.27410}2
2.09910-11 0 3.24710-11 1.52210-21 2.11810-21
1.32310}2
1.14410-10 -9-460 9,25210-18 2.45110-28
7.280
0 1.74610-18 I7.53310-15I 4.83410-11
6.41010-15

















Table 4. Á~24~; é - 1.031 -9; á - 1.922 -14; é2 IR - 8.905 20. 24 10 24 10 24 l0-
,
In the following iterations the small separation of the pathologically
close eigenvalues slows down the speed of convergence. The alteration in
the diagonal elements of Á~k~ essentislly descend from the roundoff in17
F~k) when ék - ~É(k~~m is of order 10-16. This train of thinking leads to
the criterion: iterate until
ék ~ ~Á~k)~m w 10-16 . (4.3)
The method has been tested on many testcases. The numerical are very
satisfactory accurate. The errors in the computed eigenvalues are in con-
formity with the precision of the floating point arithmetic and the condi-
tion numbers of the individual eigenvalues.18
5. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the annihilating procedure shares featurea from C9] and
[13]. As in [13] the difficulties in the understanding of the process
comes from the non-unitary similarity transformations.
In our process the numerical results are surprising accurate despite the
non-unitary transformations. The parallel annihilations effectuate a norm-
reduction and so, as a welcome side-effect, the condition of the eigen-
value problem improves [5]. This may declare that the accuracy of the
computed eigenvalues is in accordance with the floating point precision
and the condition of the initial eigenvalue problem.
Our convergence theorem demonstrates that in the final stage of Eberlein-
like methods [4,10,13] the complex normreducing similarity transforma-
tions, based on global information are unnecessary. In [13] the claim
Ia(k}1) I. la(k.l) I- 0 E2 ~(i,k),m(i,k) m(i,k),~(i,k) ( k)
is of apparent importance. The same reasoning occurs in our analysis con-
cerning the diagonal elements associated with multiple roots. The last
example illustrates that the annihilating method converges also for
matrices far from diagonal dominancy. Evidently the process convergence
for Hermitean and more general for normal matrices, since it generalizes
the classical Jacobi methods for these matrices. In case the departure of
normality of the original matrix is rather large a few parallel normreduc-
tions suffice to reach the region of convergence for the annihilating
method.
The parallel annihilators can be implemented on a hypercube [1] or on a
(systolic) array processor [2,3].19
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